
LESSON 23 
MARGINS: Pica, 20-70; Elite, 
30-80. 

Warm up 

Clinic 

Build speed on alternate-hand drills. 

Revise shift key 

Right shift- keep j finger down. 
Left shift - keep f finger down. 
Alternate hands. 

I ncr ease Speed 

25 wpm 1 minute 

S7 -SI 1.00 

S8-SI1.08 

Improve Accuracy 

20 wpm 1 minute 

A4-S11.10 

A5- Sl 1.20 

The underscore 

Thumb on the backspacer. 
Eyes on the copy. 

The 24 hour clock 

Test your Skill 

1 minute 

T2- Sl 1.10 

Read through the passage first. Use 
double-line spacing. 

UNIT 6 

1. Kings and Queens visited the zoo, and saw the 
extremely rare jumping French bear. 

Type each line 3 times, once for practice, once for speed, and once for accuracy. 

2. rest jump fast hymn beds pony vast lion gates hunk 
3. cave puny extra kink west join vest lump acre upon 
4. junk date milk raze mono vest ikon face plum brave 

Type each line 3 times. Stab the shift keys with only little fingers. 

5. April Steve David Fred Eric Tony Vera Clive Brian. 
6. June Kevin Hugh Nevil Peter Olive Ian Yvonne Mark. 
7. Bobby Mary Rita Paul Keith Wess Jane Geoff Patrick 

It was so hot that they had to sit in the hut 
all day for shade. The sun burned down out of the 
blue sky, which had no clouds. 

The fire was so big that they could feel heat 
from it across the square. The water used to keep 
it down rose up as hot clouds. 

The cashier could see that the ch~q~ had not 
been sign~said that it would have to be sent 
back. 

The ~coreE were level at full-time and it was 
agreed that ~ time would b~to find the 
winner. 
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To underscore a word or words, type the word and then use the backspacer to find the 
starting point. Use the shift lock to hold the key down as you use the underscore in the 
capital 6 position. Do not underscore any final punctuation. 

8. First catch your fish and then talk about a lunch. 
9. The books on SAILING were written by Geoff Mantle. 

10. CAPITAL LETTERS for your headings with UNDERSCORE. 

When using the 24-hour clock to indicate time, any one of the several methods may be 
adopted providing the same method is used throughout a piece of work, e.g., 1000 hours, 
12.30 hours, 1300 hrs or 1645 hrs., and so on. 

They all said that they would 
to Spain for the month of July but 
all the hotels they liked were too 
was too far away for them to visit 
they hired a car. 
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like 
they 
dear 
each 
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to go away 
found that 
or the sea 
day unless 
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